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Abstract-we consider the problem of finding a shortest solution for the Post correspondence 
problem over a unary alphabet. We show that the complexity of this problem heavily depends on the 
representation of the input: the problem is NP-complete if the input is given in compact (logarithmic) 
form, whereas it becomes polynomially solvable if the input is encoded in unary. @ 2003 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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polynomial time algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Post correspondence problem (PCP) was first introduced by Post in [l] where he showed 
that the problem is undecidable. It has become a milestone in the field of undecidability; it has 
been used to show that many problems about formal languages and grammars are undecidable. 
An instance of the PCP consists of an alphabet C, and a finite set S = {(Q, pi) : vi, T_IJ% E C*, i = 
1,. . , n} of n pairs of strings over C. The question is to decide whether there exists a (nonempty) 
sequence of integers ji, jz, . . , je such that IJ~,v~, . ' . ~j, = wjl Wjz . Wj, The number n of pairs 
is called the size of this instance. The smallest number C providing a solution is called the length 
of the instance; if no solution exists, then the length is +co. 
The PCP with size 2 is decidable [2], whereas the PCP with size 7 is undecidable [3]. The 
decidability of the PCP with size between 3 and 6 is still open. The PCP over an alphabet C with 
ICI 2 2 is undecidable, whereas the PCP over an alphabet C with JC] = 1 (the so-called 2mary 
alphabet) is easily seen to be decidable. The bounded version of PCP, where we ask whether 
there is a solution no longer than the size of the problem, is NP-complete; see [4]. 
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Recently, there have been some interest in constructing difficult PCP instances with relatively 
small size n, such that the length !! is big: the instance over C = (0, 1) with these three pairs 
110 1 
1 
o lye 
> 
has length 75, see [5], and admits two different solutions.’ 
When the size or the width (the length of the longest string) of an instance is increased the 
length can grow substantially: 1101 0110 111 011 IO 0 i 11 i:o 
> 
has length 252; while 
110 1 100 11 ! 
has length 302; see [6]. E ven some small sized problems are not known to have finite length, for 
example 1 
( 
110 1 ’ ;see[6]. 
01 110 > 
In this technical note, we investigate the problem of computing the length of PCP instances 
over a unary alphabet C = (1). The complexity of this problem heavily depends on the exact 
representation of the input: If we use a compact encoding that writes the string of length 12 
as 112, then the problem is NP-complete; see Section 2. If we use a unary encoding that writes 
the string of length 12 as 111111111111, then the problem is polynomially solvable; see Section 3. 
2. THE NP-HARDNESS PROOF 
In this section, we consider the PCP over the alphabet C = { 1) where the word pairs (Q, zui) 
are given in compact form as wi = laa and wi = lb’ for i = 1, . . , n. Obviously, the exact ordering 
of a solution sequence ji , j2, . . . , je is irrelevant, and any permutation of a solution sequence will 
again yield a solution sequence. Let zi count the number of times the integer j, occurs in a 
solution sequence. Then our goal is to 
minimize &, 
i=l 
subject to 2 aizi = 2 bixi, 
a=1 i=l 
2 Xi 2 1, 
i=l 
Xi 2 07 for 1 5 i < 72. 
By setting ci = ai - bi for i = 1, . , n, we arrive at the following equivalent and extremely simple 
variant of integer programming: 
minimize kXi3 
i=l 
subject to 2 cizi = 0, 
i=l 
kxG1, 
i=l 
Xi 2 07 for 1 5 i 2 n. 
The associated decision problem, which we further call PCP, is then as follows. 
INSTANCE. Finite set of integers 4, 1 5 i 5 n and an integer bound B. 
QUESTION. Is there a nonzero n-tuple of nonnegative integers xi such that Cz, cix, = 0 and 
C;=“=, xi I B? 
The following even-odd partition problem (EOP) is known to be NP-complete. 
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INSTANCE. Finite set of positive integers pi, 1 5 i 5 2k that sum up to 2P. 
QUESTION. Is there an index subset I of (1,. . . , 2k}suchtha$&,pi = Pand IIn{2i-l,2i}l=l, 
fori=l,...,k? 
We present a polynomial time reduction of EOP to PCP. 
The size of the corresponding PCP instance is n = 2k + 1. For i = 1,. . . , k, we set ~-1 = 
7292J_1 + ni-’ and c2i = nnp2i + nip’. We set cZk+l = -nnP - czk,l ni-‘. We claim that the 
constructed PCP instance has length of at most k + 1 if and only if the instance of EOP has 
answer YES. 
PROOF OF (IF). Let I be an index set that solves the EOP instance, and consider the following 
solution of PCP: set Zi = 1 if i E I U (2k + l}, and otherwise set Xi = 0. Since 11) = k, this 
solution has the right length Cz, xi = k + 1. To see that this solution indeed is feasible, we 
verify that 
kGXi= CCi ( ) - nnp _ c ni-l i=l %I i=l 
= (gnnPi +n+‘) k - n”P - eni-’ = 0. 
i=l 
PROOF OF (ONLY IF). Consider a feasible solution 21,. , z, for the PCP instance with 
Cy=,Xi 5 k+l. Th en %‘&+I 2 1 must hold, since c2k+l is the only negative coefficient in the lin- 
ear constraint. Next, we will prove by induction that for j = 1,. . , k we have xzj_1+22j = x2&l. 
For j = 1, consider the linear constraint Cz, Gxi = 0 modulo n. All coefficients ci except cl, 
~2, and c2kfl are divisible by n; the exceptions cl and c2 both are congruent 1 modulo n, and 
cZk+l is congruent -1 modulo n. This yields 
21 + 22 - x’&+l G O(mod n). 
If 51 -i-X2 # x2k+l, then XI +x2 2 x2k+l+ n and this would contradict our assumption CT.“=, xi 5 
k + 1 < n. For the inductive step, assume that we have proved the statement up to j. Consider 
cbl c,xi = 0 modulo nj +l. All coefficients ci with i > 2j + 2 are divisible by nj+‘. Therefore, 
modulo nj+l we have 
O&qxi_ 3g 
i=l (’ 
nip1(3&_l f xzi) 
i=l 1 
j+1 
- q&+1 c ni-’ 
i=l 
= ($ nip1X2k+l) 
j+1 
+ n’(x2j+l + x2j+2)- x2k+l x3-l 
2=1 
z nj(x2j+l+x2j+2 - X2k+l). 
This implies that xZj+l+x2j+Z-XZk+l c O(mod n). If xzj+l+x2j+2 # z2k+l, then X2j+l+x2j+z 1 
xzk+l + 72 and this would contradict our assumption czl xi < k + 1 < n. This completes the 
inductive argument. 
We have established that cy=, xi = (k + l)z&+l holds. Together with %2k+l > 1 and with 
cy=, Xi 5 k + 1, this yields x2k+l = 1 and x3-1 + x2j = 1 for all j = 1,. . . , k. We define the 
index set 1 = {i : xi = 1 and 1 5 i 5 2k). This set I constitutes a solution to the EOP instance. 
THEOREM 1. Computing the length of a compactly encoded instance of the Post correspondence 
problem over a unary alphabet is NP-complete. I 
A fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) is an approximation algorithm that, 
for anv aiven E > 0, finds a feasible solution with objective value within a factor of (1 + E) of the 
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optimal objective value. The running time of an FPTAS is polynomially bounded in the input 
size and in l/~. See [4] for more information. The above NP-completeness proof also yields that 
the problem of computing the length of the PCP over a unary alphabet cannot have an FPTAS 
unless P = NP: Otherwise, we could choose E = 1/(2/c) and decide in polynomial time whether 
the EOP instance has answer “yes”. The existence of weaker approximation results for this PCP 
problem remains unclear. 
3. THE POLYNOMIAL TIME RESULT 
In this section, we consider the PCP over the alphabet C = (1) where the word pairs (v,, wi) 
are encoded in unary. We assume that the word vi is encoded as a string of ai letters, and 
that the word wi is encoded as a string of bi letters, for i = 1,. . , n. Hence, the input size is 
fi(C, ai + C, k). 
First let us dispose of some trivial cases: if ai = bi for some i, then the instance has length 1. 
From now on we assume ai # bi for all i. If ai > b, for all i or if ai < bi for all i, then the 
instance has length SM. From now on we assume that there exist indices s and t with a, < b, 
and at > bt. The length of the shortest solution to such an instance is at most 
2 := o<cnn lcm{b,-a,,at-bt} a, < b, and at > bt , 
__I- 
and hence is polynomially bounded in the input size. Finally, we set amax = maxi ai and b,,, = 
maxi bi . 
For an index i with 0 6 i 5 n, and for integers A and B with 0 5 A 5 Z a,,, and 
0 6 B I z,b,,,, we denote by f[i; A, B] the length e of the shortest sequence CT = (ji, . , je) of 
integers with the following properties: 
0 all elements in f_7 are from 1, , i; 
?? the length of the word I+, . . ujuj( equals A; 
?? the length of the word wj, wjt equals B. 
If there is no sequence of this form, then f[i; A, B] = + co. We compute all these values f[i; A, B] 
by a dynamic programming approach. In the dynamic program, we always compute all the values 
f[i; A, B] before any of the values f[i + 1; A’, B’] is computed. 
For i = 0, we set f[O;O,O] = 0, and f[O; A, B] = +co for all A and B with A + B 2 1. For 
i > 1, we set 
f[i;A,B]:=~~{f[i-l;A-kai,B-kbi]+k:R.aiIAandk.bi~B} 
- 
In this formula, the variable k counts the number of occurrences of the integer i in the corre- 
sponding sequence rr. The value of k is chosen such that the length of (T is minimized. In the 
very end, the length of the PCP instance can be computed as 
min {f[n; A, A] : 1 < A 5 2. min{a,,,, bmax}} . 
The running time of this dynamic program is easily analyzed: There are O(n . 2’ amax b,,,) 
values f[i; A, B] to compute, and each such value is computed in O(Z - max{a,,,, b,,,}) time. 
Since 2, amax, b,,, and n are polynomial in the input size, the overall running time is polynomial. 
THEOREM 2. Computing the length of a linearly encoded instance of the Post correspondence 
problem over a unary alphabet is polynomially solvable. I 
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